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One of the most significant
changes in 40 years
The upcoming transition away from
Libor (London Interbank Offered Rate)
and other IBORs (Interbank Offered
Rates) is one of the most significant
changes within financial markets for
more than forty years.

Firms can take steps to prepare for these
changes. Outlined in this summary are
five structured steps in a checklist
format that businesses can take to
ensure they are well prepared for the
changes.

Libor was conceived to be
straightforward to use and therefore
utilised across various financial products
and instruments.

Several considerations are highlighted,
including interest rate hedges and swap
impacts to ensure the same benchmark
is used for the loan and swap where
there may be a risk of mismatched
payments where different
methodologies exist.

However, following Libor manipulation
and a significant decline in the number
of transactions being reported due to
many banks moving away from funding
their activities via the interbank market,
the transition to Alternative Reference
Rates is firmly underway.

Clarity is also provided on what index
lenders will be switching to instead of
the current Interbank offered rate.
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Financial contracts worth 400
trillion
Libor and other Interbank offered rates
such as, amongst others, CIBOR
(Denmark), NIBOR (Norway) and STIBOR
(Sweden) are benchmark interest rates
that banks use as an interest rate base
for short and long- term lending
between themselves.
This process forms the benchmark for
setting the interest rates charged on
adjustable-rate loans and a variety of
commercial mortgages. It also plays a
significant role in pricing debt issued by
corporate borrowers. In addition, Libor
and other interbank rate mechanisms
have been used across financial markets
since the1980s.
In the example of Libor, quotes across a
panel of banks determine the
benchmark rate. Using this
methodology, a three-month GBP Libor
is the benchmark interest rate banks
charge each other to borrow sterling for
three months. Libor was conceived to
be straightforward to use and therefore
utilised across various financial products
and instruments.

among multiple banks—including
Barclays, Deutsche Bank, Rabobank,
UBS and the Royal Bank of Scotland—to
manipulate Libor rates for profit.
In addition, the Interbank offered rate
process functions on the assumption
that there is a robust unsecured
interbank market. However, Libor and
other Interbank offer rate models have
become less reflective over the past
decade due to several banks moving
away from funding their activities via the
interbank market following several
financial crisis moments.

"Clarify with your bank
or provider if your
business has any
relevant products.”

Manipulated by panel banks
However, Libor is potentially open to
manipulation, as was discovered in the
2012 Libor rigging scandal. In 2012,
extensive investigations into how Libor
was set uncovered a widespread, longlasting scheme
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Alternative Reference Rates set
to replace LIBOR
Given a decrease in transactions and
various manipulation concerns, the
Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the
United Kingdom's Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA), which oversees Libor,
announced that the FCA would no
longer persuade or require member
banks to make Libor quote submissions
after 2021.

ARRs (Alternative reference rates) are
benchmark rates approved by the World
Bank as interbank offered rates. Various
authorities and industry working groups
have identified each of these as
recommended alternatives or fallbacks.
Timeframes for transition are different
and will happen gradually for each
jurisdiction and at varying times. (See
table below)

Similarly, the Federal Reserve Board
(FRB), Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), and Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)
issued similar guidance for banks to
cease entering into new agreements
that use USD Libor as a reference from
December 31, 2021.
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Might affect interest costs
For example, in the table above, GBP
Libor is being replaced by the Sterling
Overnight Index Average (SONIA), which
is already used in specific markets,
including retail banking, and published
and administered by the Bank of
England. SONIA is considered a reliable
market standard.
However, simply substituting Libor with
SONIA is not straightforward because of
the different ways in which the rates are
calculated. Libor is forward-looking,
with rates set at the start of an interest
period. SONIA is backwards-looking,
calculated using transactions from the
previous business day on an overnight
basis.
The charts below from the Bank of
England highlight this point.

Lenders might look for alternatives
Lenders might look for alternatives
In addition, replacement solutions do
not always contain the same risk or time
premium as historic interbank offered
rates do. In the above example, this
means that swapping Libor for SONIA
without making other changes could
lead to a different economic outcome
for the parties involved.
To ensure the same benchmark is used
for the loan and swap, consideration
will also need to be given to interest
rate hedges. There may be a risk of
mismatched payments where different
methodologies are used to calculate
the RFR for the loan and the swap, or
the derivatives market and loan market
transition at other times, in each case
affecting borrower cashflow and
presenting accounting issues.
An interest-reference-rate change may
affect interest rate hedges if a hedged
item’s underlying interest reference
rate changes, the hedge may become
ineffective and need to be accounted
for as a termination.
Even if Libor and other Interbank offered
rates do not entirely disappear as soon
as expected, banks and other lenders
will begin looking for different ways to
determine market rates.
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Are you ready for the changes?
Despite the scale of the upcoming
changes, many firms are unaware of the
impact on their business and cost
models.
UK Finance 2021 survey: 1200 firms were asked
if they have a Libor linked financial product and
were aware that Libor is being phased out.

linked to replacement rates via fallbacks
originallyintended as emergency
backstops.
Add to this the number of firms who are
unsure in the first place if they have
products that might be affected, and the
risks are growing by the day.

Many large corporations and big banks
may have well-funded programmes and
staff to deal with the Libor and interbank
offered rates changes. However, midsized plus smaller firms and those with
relatively fewcontracts are less fortunate
and may need assistance.
Many individuals across the financial
services sector highlight a potentially
calamitous operational year-end for
firms when trillions worth of Interbank
offered rate contracts could become
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5 steps that help your business
transition
1. Identify affected products
Clarify with your bank or provider if your
business has any relevant products and
how any contracts will switch away
from existing Interbank offered rate
mechanisms. All firms who utilise these
must understand how the new rates
differ from historical positions, preparing
them for the transition and necessary
actions.
For example, commercial mortgages,
loans, deposit facilities, derivatives and
floating-rate notes may reference
Interbank offered rates.
2. Clarify future index
Clarify what index the lender will be
switching to instead of the current
Interbank offered rate. While there
might not be a set answer until the
switch over, remaining close to this is
prudent from a cost base perspective as
a switch to a different index might mean
a higher base rate in the future.
3. Review legal documentation
Assess contracts as these might include
fallback terms setting out what will
happen when the historical Interbank
offer rate is unavailable. However, these
terms often do not envisage that the
historical interbank model could be
permanently inaccessible.

So, check the fallback terms, what that
means for your financial product and
whether they need to be amended.
4. Update systems
As discussed previously, several
benchmarks such as SONIA are not likefor-like replacements for Libor and
cannot be directly substituted into
existing contracts. Given the differences
between the two rates, firmsmay need
to make relevant changes to systems.
5. Calculate financial impact
Interest rate hedges need to be
assessed to ensure the same
benchmark is used for the loan and
swap. There may be a risk of using
different methodologies to calculate
the RFR for the loan and the swap or
the derivatives market plus transitions
may occur at different times.
Bankbrokers' team can help
Against this backdrop and the need to
assess readiness and prepare for these
changes, Bankbrokers' teams can help.
To find out more plus discuss the
support we can provide your business,
please visit one of our websites:
www.bankbrokers.no
www.bankbrokers.se
www.bankbrokers.dk
www.bankbrokers.co.uk
www.bankbrokers.nl
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our clients. Today our vision is
still the same:

exchange and debt financing
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reduce complexity and improve
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Merchant Services
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